Slowly compressed microcrystals deform via intermittent slip events, observed as displacement jumps or stress drops. Experiments often use one of two loading modes: an increasing applied stress (stress driven, soft), or a constant strain rate (strain driven, hard). In this work we experimentally test the influence of the deformation loading conditions on the scaling behavior of slip events. It is found that these common deformation modes strongly affect time series properties, but not the scaling behavior of the slip statistics when analyzed with a mean-field model. With increasing plastic strain, the slip events are found to be smaller and more frequent when strain driven, and the slip-size distributions obtained for both drives collapse onto the same scaling function with the same exponents. The experimental results agree with the predictions of the used mean-field model, linking the slip behavior under different loading modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plastic deformation of crystals proceeds intermittently via discrete bursts, or slip events, of a broad range of sizes. Typically, the deformation in both experiments and modeling occurs under two distinctly different loading conditions, which are force controlled (soft), and displacement controlled (hard). For soft loading conditions, the compressive stress is slowly increased at a prescribed rate. For hard loading conditions, a fixed compressive strain rate is imposed. In this work, we experimentally test the theoretically predicted dependency on the loading conditions of the time series properties of the slip events, as well as the scaling behavior of the slip statistics.
The process of intermittent and stochastic changes of an evolving driven system has been studied intensely in the past decades. Prominent examples are the intermittency of energy dissipation in magnetism, superconductivity, earthquakes, and, for example, friction [1] . Despite the fact that the scales of their events are many orders of magnitude different, the statistical nature of the discrete events exhibits similar probability distributions. Yet another example of a discretely evolving system is a plastically flowing crystal, where the underlying dislocation structure reorganizes from one critical state to another. While early stress-strain evidence exists that plastic flow is intermittent [2] , acoustic emission (AE) is readily used to record the crackling noise from deforming crystals [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . In such experiments, the AE amplitude reveals power-law scaling indicative of the scale-free nature of plastic deformation. This can also be observed by directly tracing the magnitude of crystallographic slip events (dislocation avalanches) [9] [10] [11] [12] or the corresponding avalanche velocity [13, 14] upon straining of micron-sized single crystals.
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† Corresponding authors: rmaass@illinois.edu, dahmen@illinois.edu experiments have been shown to be difficult to compare [15, 16] because of differing loading conditions. Consequently, the effects of loading mode and boundary conditions in avalanchemediated transitions have become a topic of increasing interest for systems with power-law dynamics [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Earlier studies either focus on the comparison between simulations and experiment for one given type of loading or boundary conditions [3] , or make comparisons for different loading or boundary conditions entirely based on simulations [16] [17] [18] 21] . For example, in the specific case of an evolving dislocation network, reflecting pinning-depinning dynamics, dislocationdynamics simulations [21] have indicated that the scaling behavior of the avalanche statistics, quantified, for example, by the avalanche size distribution, should remain unaffected by both internal variables, such as material and crystal structure, as well as by the imposed deformation mode. The latter implies insensitivity of the statistics to how the dislocation structure is being driven and whether it is allowed to relax intermittently by differences that depend on how the external stress is imposed. This is particularly interesting, because dislocation networks are known to evolve with strain from a low density and energy configuration to highly complex and hierarchical dislocation structures. Until today, a direct comparison between theoretical predictions and experimental data is lacking, and in particular no experimental study has tested whether universality across hard and soft loading conditions exists for evolving dislocation networks.
Here, we therefore investigate the slip-size magnitudes of quasistatically deforming microcrystals under two very different loading conditions: stress-driven (soft) and straindriven (hard) loading. We compute the slip statistics for sufficiently slow driving speed, that is as close as possible to the adiabatic limit. In order to compare experimental data from different driving modes, a scaling collapse method is introduced. Applying a mean-field model, all experimental data from stress-and strain-driven loading can be collapsed onto a universal scaling function, directly proving the theoretical predictions. Furthermore, we find that the time series properties of dislocation avalanches near failure are markedly different for the two loading conditions, a finding that may be of immediate relevance for nondestructive testing and failure prediction.
II. MODEL ASSUMPTIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Before turning our attention to the experiments and their comparison to theory, we first outline the used mean-field model, its predictions, and some experimental details. The employed model [22, 23] assumes that the material has weak spots, e.g., pinned dislocations in the crystal. These weak spots slip whenever the local stress at the spot exceeds a random threshold, causing it to displace until the stress is reduced to some arrest stress. All weak spots are elastically coupled such that a slipping spot can trigger other spots to slip, leading to a slip avalanche. The model has been solved analytically in the mean-field theory (MFT) approximation, which assumes that the interactions have infinite range, i.e., they do not decay with distance [22, 23] . MFT exactly predicts the scaling behavior of the slip statistics in three dimensions as described below, and agrees well with discrete dislocation-dynamics simulations [24] [25] [26] and experiments [27] . In the following, we compute the slip statistics for sufficiently slow driving in the quasistatic limit.
In the absence of hardening, the model predicts that the probability density distribution D(S,F) of slip sizes S occurring at an applied force F, follows a power law with a forcedependent maximum size cutoff
Here τ = 3/2, σ = 1/2, and f s (x) = e −Ax are the detailindependent "universal" exponents and scaling function, respectively. F c is a critical force and model parameter, above which the material cannot sustain any load, and we further discuss its meaning in the Appendix. A and c are materialdependent parameters.
Using the well known method of scaling collapses [28] , we introduce a general scaling collapse that uses the average avalanche sizes for different displacement windows as the tuning variable rather than the stress itself, which enables the comparison of experiments with different driving modes or unknown tuning parameter values. Equation (1) predicts that the average avalanche size
(1) then gives a scaling form for the avalanche size distribution in terms of the average avalanche size S (F ) ≡ S for a small bin in force F :
The scaling function g s (x) = x −τ exp(−Bx) is universal, while B is a material-dependent parameter. Equation (2) also yields the scaling form for the complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF) [22, 27] C(S, S ) ≡ ∞ S D(S , S )dS , which gives the relative number of avalanches larger than S that occur in a stress bin with the average avalanche size S :
where g c (x) = ∫ ∞ x dt e −Bt t −τ is a universal scaling function and τ = 3/2 in MFT. In the quasistatic limit, C(S, S ) is predicted to be identical for both stress-driven and straindriven deformation, such that the exponents and scaling functions of the avalanche size distribution are the same regardless of the deformation mode or how the dislocation ensemble is driven. This model prediction will be tested in the following with experimental data, first by conducting the appropriate collapse, using τ = 3/2, followed by fitting the collapsed data to Eq. (3). Equation (3) is more general than Eq. (1) and applies to materials with or without hardening [22] . Additional scaling forms are discussed in the Appendix.
In order to experimentally test the theoretical predictions, uniaxial microcompression tests were conducted on cylindrical [001]-oriented Au single crystals with diameters of 1 μm (seven crystals), 3 μm (nine crystals) and 5 μm (eight crystals), with a nominal aspect ratio of 3 and a side wall taper angle smaller than 1.2°. The crystals were compressed in a Hysitron nanoindenter either using a strain-driven (displacement controlled, equivalent to hard) or a stress-driven (force controlled, equivalent to soft) deformation mode [29] . In the following, displacement represents the platen position during loading, and by "force" we mean the value applied by the device onto the crystal. Both displacement (equivalent to strain) and force (equivalent to stress, quantified as engineering stress [14, 30] ) were acquired at a rate of 60 Hz and are measured with subnanometer and subnanonewton precision. The samples were prepared by following a multistep annular focused ion beam (FIB) methodology used in earlier work [14] . Figure 1 (a) depicts a typical force-displacement data set for a test conducted in each deformation mode. Despite different force levels during plastic flow for different crystal sizes, the data in Fig. 1 are representative for all sample diameters investigated in this study. In both strain-driven and stress-driven compression the flow response is characterized by a series of discrete displacement jumps that reflect slip events (dislocation avalanches [13, 14] ). During a slip event the true plastic strain rate is larger than the nominally applied strain rate. The two deformation modes differ significantly in the way they drive the evolving underlying dislocation structure and how intermediate internal stress states are sampled. For force-displacement data that span the same total displacement, on average the slip events have larger displacements in the stress-driven mode than in the strain-driven mode. Also, in the strain-driven data one finds larger overall force increments per unit displacement than in the stress-driven mode. Both effects are explained by the conditions imposed on the sample in each mode. Each displacement jump in both strain-driven and stress-driven deformation is consisting of a forward surge in displacement, S, and a simultaneously occurring force drop, F , that leads to a stress relaxation of the deforming sample. A comparison for a slip event (dislocation avalanche) obtained under stress-driven and strain-driven loading conditions is shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) , respectively. The applied force, and thus stress, is kept approximately constant during slip events in the stress-driven mode. In contrast, strain-driven compression is characterized by a force decrease (stress drops) during and after the discrete slip events [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The reason is that the slipping crystal and the device are acting as two springs in series, which relax during the slip event, thereby reducing the stored elastic energy. The inset in Fig. 1(a) displays the correlation between force drop and slip size, both evaluated between the beginning and end of the slip event, for microcrystals with a diameter of 1 μm tested in strain-driven and stress-driven mode. In both cases, the data falls on a linear trend, but with markedly different maximum S values and F − S slopes. The F − S slopes of the dashed linear fits differ by a factor of ∼2200 (1.7 μN/nm for strain control, 7.7 × 10 −4 μN/nm for stress control). Considering the sample and machine as two serial springs, where the axial transducer stiffness is ∼10 2 N/m, and the sample has an axial stiffness of ∼11 000 N/m, it is clear that the dominant contribution to the apparent stiffness for the strain-driven data originates from the much more compliant transducer. The effective F − S slope in strain-driven deformation amounts to ∼1700 N/m, which only can be understood when considering the efficient and fast (78 kHz) feedback loop of the device, artificially stiffening the system [29] . For stress-driven testing the assumption of two springs in series does not apply.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Rather, the feedback of the device produces an amplified soft response. Apart from some exceptions, the stress drop magnitude in stress-driven deformation generally amounts to ∼0.5 μN, whereas strain-driven data mainly lie above 1 μN.
When the device-controlled unload after the slip event in strain-driven deformation is complete, a linear reloading segment follows a slip event [ Fig. 1(c)] . Examples of such can be seen in Fig. 1(a) where the elastic reloading segments occur at the displacements of ∼240, 280, and 335 nm. In contrast, under stress-driven deformation, the stress cannot be lowered during slip events because the applied force is kept fixed during the slip events within the limits of the instrumental capabilities. Thus, a strain-driven system is effectively much stiffer than a stress-driven system, preventing the spanning avalanche from growing. Successive slip events that would be separate in strain-driven compression may be forced to merge in stress-driven deformation. Consequently the slip frequency per force increase is higher in strain-driven than in stress-driven compression. Similar effects have been observed in other systems such as spin models with quenched disorder [17] . A discussion on the stiffness, the instrumental assembly, and different deformation modes of the nanoindenter used in this study is presented in detail in Ref. [29] .
Experiments were conducted probing three sample sizes over a range of applied rates: 0.4 − 3 nm s −1 in strain-driven mode and 0.3 − 2 μN s −1 in stress-driven mode. The extent of each avalanche is extracted from the displacement versus time data, following a custom procedure [9, 14, 27] : a numerical derivative of the displacement versus time data yields the platen velocity v during the forward surge of the sampledevice interface for both compression modes. We set a conservative threshold velocity of v + 2σ v , with v being the average displacement velocity, and σ v the standard deviation. We denote the start of an avalanche when the platen velocity first exceeds the prescribed rate, and its end when the displacement velocity subsequently drops below this threshold. The slip size S is defined as the increase in displacement observed from the start to the end of each avalanche. Representative for the data obtained from the different crystal sizes, Fig. 2 displays the stress-integrated complementary cumulative distributions C int (S), which includes all slip sizes from the entire stressstrain curve of the 1-micron-large crystals. Further details on the stress-integrated scaling laws can be found in the Appendix. The stress-integrated distributions C int (S) for both deformation modes align well with the power-law exponent −1 given by the mean-field model, and, as discussed above, stress-driven deformation produces larger avalanche sizes than strain-driven deformation. A related effect of merged avalanches has been observed for increased applied strain rates [12, 27] .
For our comparison between experiments and theory, we focus on data obtained for the compression of 3-μm-diameter crystals at the slowest possible rates, 0.4 nm/s (strain driven) and 0.3 μN/s (stress driven), which corresponds to a nominal strain rate of ∼10 −5 s −1 . These are chosen to attain as close to quasistatic conditions as possible, to mimic the assumptions of the MFT model, and to also exemplify the results of the other crystal sizes. The stress rate of the force-controlled deformation was chosen such that the true plastic strain rate beyond the elastic limit attained values in the range between shows that C(S, S ) follows the model prediction from Eq. (3) very well for both deformation modes, because the experimental data describe the distribution as given by the CDF of the model. We note that a larger number of data points would be desirable in order to improve the distributions even further. The insets show the scaling collapse obtained via a fitting procedure with the mean-field exponent (τ = 3/2), which supports the predicted scaling function of Eq. (3). Figure 3(c) demonstrates that the data for stress-driven compression collapse onto those for strain-driven compressions. The collapsed data sets not only overlay one another, but they also follow the scaling function predicted by MFT, which was fit to the entire experimental data depicted in Fig. 3(c) . Both the constant B from Eq. (3) and the integration constant A of g c (x) are indicated in Fig. 3(c) . The slight deviations, primarily seen for stress-driven data, have three main reasons: (i) less-than-perfectly quasistatic conditions and (ii) the statistically smaller data set, and (iii) finite size effects arising for large events amplified by the soft stress-driven mode. Despite these issues, and also the limited amount of experimental data (ca. 1000 experimental slip events are contained in the analysis of Fig. 3 ), good support for the earlier described model predictions are found-a remarkable result considering the simplifications made by the theory. The stress-binning procedure is described in the Appendix.
Since the values of the scaling exponents and the scaling function of the collapse agree well with the corresponding mean-field predictions applied to our experimental data for two different loading conditions, it is clear that the scaling behavior of the slip statistics is universal beyond the drive of the critically evolving dislocation network. In combination with earlier investigations [9, 10, 27] , a picture emerges where the experimental evidence shows that the power-law statistics are the same for small fcc and bcc crystals, crystal orientation, crystal size, applied deformation rate, and as investigated here, for both soft and hard imposed conditions. This is interesting as viewed in the context of the different strength-size scaling of small-scale fcc and bcc crystals [31] , which implies that the underlying strengthening mechanisms are different. Yet, the slip magnitude statistics reveal no noticeable difference across so far all tested conditions and parameters, suggesting that the collective dislocation event close to criticality is insensitive to the thermally activated mechanisms that govern the sizedependent strength scaling.
In contrast, Fig. 4 shows that time series properties, such as the slip frequency and its variation with force, strongly depend on the experimental deformation mode. The histogram bins in Fig. 4 were obtained using linear binning in applied force at intervals of 0.1 F /F C and centered at uneven multiples of 0.05. As outlined in more detail in the Appendix, F C is a model parameter that represents the force at failure for the studied system. Obviously, a stress as high as F C cannot be reached in the experiments conducted here. That is why in this work F C was approximated by the maximum force in each loading curve. Figure 4(a) demonstrates that for strain-driven deformation the slip frequency increases strongly with the applied force, while for stress-driven deformation [ Fig. 4(b) ] such increase is marginal. This holds true irrespective of the fact that higher plastic displacements were achieved in forcecontrolled deformation. It also holds true if only the plastic strain regime is considered.
In fact, for strain-driven compression the number of slip events per bin increases exponentially with stress, with a decay constant of 0.79 ± 0.004 and a fitting coefficient R 2 = 0.998. Slip events are observed down to lower normalized force values than for stress-driven compressions. The low initial slope in the elastic regime below 0.1 F /F C in the stress-strain data shown in Fig. 4(a) is a typical signature of commonly observed indenter-to-sample alignment [30] , and we have chosen not to include any such events in the slip frequency analysis of Fig. 4(a) in order to only compare the strain-and force-driven data obtained after linear loading sets in.
The exponential increase of the slip frequency with stress for strain-driven deformation is consistent with our model predictions. Equation (1) states that slip events at higher stresses become larger under stress-driven conditions. Since, as described above, these larger events are continuously broken down into smaller slip sizes in strain-driven deformation, the slip triggering rate has to increase with stress. The exact number depends on the stiffness of the material and the measurement instrument, but the trend is expected to be similar across many different materials. The exponential dependence of the slip frequency on the stress follows from the model for the commonly assumed Weibull distribution of weak spot strengths with exponentially decaying tails.
IV. SUMMARY
In this work we have made an experimental investigation on effects of loading conditions on the slip statistics obtained from plastically deforming microcrystals, with the aim at testing the theoretical prediction that scaling exponents for intermittent dislocation plasticity are insensitive to how the dislocation structure is externally driven. To this end, we have compared the slip statistics from dislocation avalanches under soft (stress driven) and hard (strain driven) deformation conditions. The comparison of experimental data with predictions of a simple mean-field model shows that the scaling behavior of the slip avalanche statistics of a dynamically changing dislocation network is universal across both deformation modes for the slowest accessible applied rates and low device stiffness. In contrast, time series properties such as the slip sizes and the stress-dependent slip frequency depend markedly on the loading conditions, where the increase in slip frequency is exponentially growing with plastic strain under strain-driven deformation, and a much slower increase is observed under stress-driven conditions. That means by studying the avalanche rate change of plastically deforming crystals, as well as other systems exhibiting scale-free crackling noise, it is possible to differentiate between the mode of the externally applied drive. The obtained results are expected to apply to the deformation of many driven inhomogeneous systems that evolve critically, and they may be useful for materials testing applications.
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APPENDIX A: STRESS-INTEGRATED DISTRIBUTIONS
The multivariate nature of the distribution D(S,F ) can be integrated with respect to the force from zero up to some maximum force F max < F c , yielding
f int is an exponentially decaying scaling function, and F c is a critical force, above which the material cannot sustain any load and should be seen as a model parameter. We note that for finite systems sizes, F c will reflect sample-dependent fluctuations, and the distribution of F c would have a size-dependent width. If F c − F max is chosen to be small, as in our case, then the powerlaw dominates for the broad range of avalanche sizes 0 < S < (F c − F max ) −1/σ with an exponent of τ + σ = 2 predicted by the mean-field theory model described in the main text.
Integrating with respect to the force up to F max = F c yields a pure power law D int (S,F c ) ∼ S −(τ +σ ) . This power-law distribution provides less information than the stress-dependent distribution in Eq. (A1). The reason is that τ and σ cannot be separately determined from this power law alone, where the stress dependence is fully integrated out. On the other hand the stress-integrated distribution D int (S,F c ) usually has better statistics because it takes into account all measured avalanches for the full stress range, while the stress-dependent distribution only takes into account a fraction of the avalanches for a smaller stress range, and therefore has larger statistical fluctuations. Plotting D int (S,F c ) and comparing it with the predicted power law S −(τ +σ ) constitutes a strong test of the theory. The statistical fluctuations can be reduced even further by plotting the corresponding complementary cumulative distribution function (CDF), which is predicted to scale as C int (S) ∼ S −(τ +σ −1) ; see main text.
Our mean-field model predicts τ + σ = 2, so that the predicted power-law decay exponent on the CDF C int (S) should be −1, i.e., C int (S) ∼ 1/S in mean-field theory.
In Fig. 2 a set of four strain-driven and stress-driven experimental data sets C int (S,F max ) for 1-μm-sized crystals are shown together with theoretical lines of slope −1. By integrating Eq. (A1) over avalanche size from S to infinity we obtain
Here g int is another exponentially decaying scaling function that is responsible for the slight bend downwards of the distributions for large avalanche sizes S.
APPENDIX B: BINNING THE AVALANCHE DATA IN S :
The cumulative distributions shown in the main paper corresponding to different S values are obtained from collecting slip sizes for different bins in time or displacement. For nominally identical 3-μm microcrystals, these bins are indicated by different colors in Fig. 5(a) for displacementcontrolled, and in Fig. 5(b) for force-controlled compression. Only data from the plastic regime is shown and the forcedisplacement curves of the different specimen have been shifted relative to each other for clarity. Large gaps in the stress-driven curves in Fig. 5 (b) are due to large slips (sudden jumps in displacement) during plastic deformation.
It is clear that in the stress-driven mode both stress and strain are monotonically increasing in time; i.e., the data in the (n + 1)st bin is at larger stress and displacement values than the data in the nth bin (where the index n increases with time). Therefore stress binning of stress-controlled deformation can always be transferred into time binning, without any loss of generality.
Similarly, in the strain-driven mode, the displacement is monotonically increasing in time, so time binning will work there as well. Note, however, that time, force, or stress bins in the strain-driven mode may result in a much larger number of slip displacements for bins at higher strain, as shown in the main paper. This is resulting from the possibility of effectively zero hardening (or softening) with increasing deformation. With hardening, we refer to the derivative of the upper envelope of the stress-strain curve, i.e., its increase in stress per increase in displacement. In the limit of an elastic-perfectly-plastic material, all slip events would fall into a single and very narrow stress bin due to a constant stress level throughout plastic flow. Parts of the force-displacement curve in Fig. 1 display such regimes with effectively zero hardening or softening after an initial hardening regime.
The question emerges how stress and/or force binning can be done adequately without placing a large part of the slips arising at the later stage of deformation into just one bin. We find that the force-displacement curve has sections ("arches") where the curve starts with a steep slope (high apparent hardening rate, far from criticality), after which the hardening rate becomes lower, which we call more critical. Subsequently a large event occurs, and then the system returns to being far from criticality-similar to the mechanism discussed by Papanikolaou et al. [32] . Here, we calculate S for each such arch and then group the avalanches in those arched sections together so that have roughly the same average slip sizes S . The resulting slip-size distributions for different S -values, are used for the scaling collapses in the main paper [ Fig. 3(c) ]. This analysis does not require prior knowledge of the tuning parameter (stress or strain), and it allows us to perform the identical analysis for stress-driven and strain-driven loading conditions. The idea is to define suitable displacement bins in both cases, to calculate S for each bin, and then to form new histograms of the avalanches that came from bins with the same S value. This method is generally applicable to systems where the driving parameter is either not known or where we need to compare systems with different driving parameters.
